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182-02BG – Improved data analysis support to ACBL 
 
Board of Governors Motion Issue Sheet 
 

• Subject Matter of Motion (insert a short phrase) 
- Improved data analysis support to the ACBL 

 
• Statement of Issue (one or two sentences) 

 
- The ACBL is facing many issues where it would greatly benefit from improved data 

analyses. 
 

• The motion itself: 
 

- The Board of Governors should establish a committee of interested members to assist the 
ACBL in data analysis until such a time that the ACBL staff can do it themselves. 

 
 

• Material impacts (what the change causes and who it affects) 
 

- Improved decision making regarding key issues such as tournament attendance and 
player retention 

- More routine automation of data reporting from Horn Lake 
- Less stress on the workload of the Board of Directors by Board of Governors taking on 

this role 
 

• Reasons why the Board of Governors should adopt the motion (Please attach a succinct 
summary on a separate sheet of paper) 

- See attachment 
 

• Risk if the motion is not approved 
- Continued difficulties in ACBL management making empirically informed decisions 
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Improved data analysis support to ACBL 
The ACBL is trying to grapple with a wide variety of complex problems, including declining 
attendance, lack of young bridge players, and concerns regarding the retention of new bridge 
players. 
Our ability to address these problems is handicapped by a lack of knowledge regarding basic 
player behavior, including facts such as the number of bridge sessions played in a year, the 
number of sessions played by people when they attend tournaments, and why some new 
members continue to play while others drop out. We also have little understanding of how such 
statistics vary over time/by district/with the number of master points of the players, etc. 
This lack of knowledge is making it very difficult to analyze the likely affects and benefits of a 
variety of proposed solutions, including: alter the number of tournaments in a year; alter master 
point awards; change the mix of STACs, Sectionals, Regionals, etc. 
Currently, the ACBL conducts ad hoc data analyses. A more systematic approach to data 
analysis would help to address the above issues. I see three distinct steps to such data analysis: 

• Data Collection - First, routinely collect and archive a variety of bridge related statistics 
• Analyze Trends - Next, analyze these statistics to see trends, identify issues, etc. 
• Analyze Issues - Then, make use of the above data to analyze issues and provide 

empirical answers to many of our questions 

Data Collection – Expand the statistics that the ACBL routinely calculates and reports. The first 
task will be establishing the “right” statistics to compute. Archive snapshots of ACBL databases 
to support analyses. In addition, build and maintain a cohort file that tracks individual ACBL 
members over time.   
The Staff at Horn Lake would be tasked with the routine production of the statistics, and the 
development, maintenance and updates of the data archives.  
Analyze Trends, etc. – Analyze the statistics, determine trends, identify which statistics are 
most informative, update the statistics reported as appropriate.  ACBL management (national, 
regional and local) would use the statistics in their deliberations. 
Analyze Issues – Here are two prospective example uses of quantitative analysis. First, use 
econometric modeling to estimate the impact of changing master point awards, memberships 
fees, etc., on the extent that people play bridge and/or retain membership in the ACBL. Second, 
use linear programming to determine an ACBL wide calendar for Regionals that maximizes the 
distances between Regionals in time and geographic location. 
Such analyses would be used to inform decision making. They won’t provide 100% solutions to 
issues, but they would provide a solid empirical foundation to ACBL management deliberations. 
  
 


